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MSBTE launches International Project Management ProgramMSBTE launches International Project Management Program
The launching of Advanced Diploma in Project 

Management Program is an important milestone in the 
ongoing efforts of Maharashtra State Board of Technical 
Education (MSBTE) to improve quality of Technical 
Education in the state. This is an international advanced 
diploma program in collaboration with Schulich School of 
Engineering, University of Calgary, Canada. The program is 
demand driven, efficient and forward-looking response to 
rapid economic and technological developments in the field 
of Project Management. Shri. Rajesh Tope, Hon'ble Minister 
for Higher and Technical Education, Maharashtra, was the 
Chief Guest of the program launch ceremony held at Sahyadri 
Guest House, Mumbai, on 16th March 2011. Shri. D.P. 
Sawant, Hon'ble Minister of State, Medical Education, Higher and Technical Education and Non-
Conventional Energy, Shri. Mahesh Pathak, Secretary, Higher and Technical Education 
Department, Shri. Janaka Ruwanpura, Director and Canada Research Chair in Project 
Management Systems at the University of Calgary, Dr. S.K. Mahajan, Director of Technical 
Education and Shri. Daniel Bood from Consulate General of Canada, Mumbai, were guests of 
honor. Dr. Abhay Wagh, Deputy Secretary, Higher and Technical Education Department, Shri. G B 
Dhanokar, Director, MSBTE, Shri. Pramod Naik, Secretary, MSBTE and Shri. Quing Niu Bao, 
Consulate General of China, Mumbai were also present during the program launch ceremony.

Shri. Rajesh Tope in his inaugural address 
expressed the desire of exposing our students 
to the knowledge from abroad. He appealed to 
various Universities in Maharashtra to come 
forward to import ‘Knowledge’ from abroad 
for the sole benefit of  students in our State. He 
further directed MSBTE to take in hand many 
such projects in different disciplines as there is 
a lot of scope in Construction, Energy and 
Information Technology field. While officially 
launching the program, he appealed to 

MSBTE, Institutes, Industries, Educationists and Media to work together to orient students 
towards this program. Shri. D P Sawant enlightened the audience about important projects of 
MSBTE like Curriculum Development and Revision, Development of Laboratory Manuals, 
Career Fairs, Students' Technical Competitions, Promotion of Industry - Institute Interaction etc. 
While cautioning about the threats Indian Education System is facing from foreign Universities, he 
advised the institutes to treat these threats as opportunities to expand their vision in and out.  
Besides, he stressed that since our students in villages can not go beyond seas because they can not 
afford, it is our duty to provide them the same exposure and knowledge within India which others 
are getting abroad. The launch of this program is the first step to open our doors to foreigners for 
imparting education within our land.

Shri. Janaka Ruwanpura explained the audience about the eligibility, course content, 
methodology, faculty background, assessment, certification procedures of this Program. While 
highlighting the importance of this course, he said that ‘knowing how to effectively manage major 
projects is extremely crucial no matter where you are in the world’. 

This program is an international educational partnership involving the MSBTE and the 
University of Calgary. This partnership is an outcome of a highly successful delegation from the 
Maharashtra Government, headed by Shri. Rajesh Tope, toured some reputed Higher and Technical 
Education Institutions in Alberta and Ontario, Canada in October last year. In response to interest 
showed by the delegation in the field of Project Management, Shri. Ruwanpura, initiated talks with 
various top officials of  Higher and Technical Education Department and agreed to offer the Project 
Management Diploma through a few reputed Polytechnics of Mumbai under the umbrella of 
MSBTE. The diploma will be equivalent to the Project Management Certificate (PMC) program at 
the University of Calgary with a focus on managing mega projects to realize cost savings by 
improving project predictability and efficiency. Industry experts in India will also participate in 
teaching courses  in collaboration with Professors from the University of Calgary's Schulich 
School of Engineering, who will travel to Mumbai to deliver their courses to students. Project 
Management Programs at the University of Calgary have an international reputation for teaching 
skills covering topics related to planning, risk management, project controls, communication, 
leadership, team building as well as specialized topics in executing large engineering and 
construction projects. Courses are expected to begin from August 2011.

Dignitaries on the dias during program 
launching ceremony

Welcome New Principal Secretary, 
Higher & Technical Education

MSBTE welcomes the 
appointment of Shri. 
Sanjay Kumar as the 
N e w  P r i n c i p a l  
Secretary for Higher & 
Technical Education 
Department, who is also 
Ex-Off icio Member, 

Governing Council, MSBTE. He has 
demonstrated a clear commitment to school 
education during the last few years and his 
current position carries with it the 
responsibility for the long-term future of the 
state and is backed by a workforce with the 
strongest possible commitment to 
maximizing the life chances of every young 
person within our state. Here, MSBTE and 
its various stakeholders are pleased to work 
with the new principal secretary to continue 
to improve our technical education system. 
It is only through the commitment and 
backing of our organizational leaders, our 
new initiatives succeed, so we urge the new 
principal secretary to guide us in the 
progressive endeavors of the Board. 
MSBTE would like to wish Shri. Sanjay 
Kumar all the success in this new 
Department.
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� TATA Motors MoU with Govt. 
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Shri. Rajesh Tope, Minister lighting 
traditional lamp, while Shri. D P Sawant, 

State Minister accompanying him
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Higher & Technical Education Delegation to Sri Lanka 

Dear all the Stakeholders, I am pleased 
to inform you that MSBTE has once again 
taken in hand Curriculum Revision Project. 
It is needless to mention here the 
commitment through Vision and Mission, 
“to ensure Diploma level technical education 
constantly matches the latest requirement of 
technology and Industry to provide high 

quality managerial and technical manpower”. Latest 
curriculum will be prepared truly on these lines. Scientific 
methods have been followed to design & develop the 
curriculum. Educationists and Industry experts are 
continuously involved in the process. The teachers are also 
being provided orientation by arranging orientation workshops 
and facilitating them to visit Industries.

Today in the age of Globalisation, Foreign Universities are 
knocking at our doors. It is the challenge to show our student 
community and society that “All that glitters is not gold. We are 
very rich in knowledge. We are very scientific in transforming 
it.”  However, curriculum contents and implementation would 
have to prove it. It is the responsibility of all teachers, 
educationists and Industries to design curriculum which shall 
fulfil pragmatic purpose of education. While detailing 
knowledge students need to have, it is mandatory to detail the 
things students should know how to attain it. Role of technician 
is also changing in Industries. It is shifting from workers at shop 
floors to professional technicians. Therefore, technician 
courses must have integrity of their own; they must meet the 

G B Dhanokar
Director, MSBTE

Shri. Rajesh Tope, Minister, Shri. D P Sawant, State Minister and 
Indian Officials with Officials of College of Technology, Colombo 

A high level delegation led by Shri. Rajesh Tope, Hon'ble 
Minister for Higher and Technical Education, Govt. of 
Maharashtra visited Colombo, Sri Lanka on 28th & 29th April 
2011. Shri. D P Sawant, Hon'ble Minister of State, Higher & 
Technical Education, Medical Education, Govt. of 
Maharashtra, Smt. Swati Mujumdar, Chairperson, Vocational 
Committee, Govt. of Maharashtra,  Shri. S G Devadkar, 
Member Secretary, Vocational Committee, Govt. of 
Maharashtra and Shri. G B Dhanokar, Director, Maharashtra 
State Board of Technical Education (MSBTE), Mumbai 
accompanied him in this delegation. 

On 28th April 2011, the delegation visited the College of 
Technology, Mardana. The delegation was given a warm 
welcome by Principal and faculty of the College. After the 
preliminary introductions, a presentation was given by the 
Principal of the College. The briefing was followed by a tour of 
the campus. In the afternoon, the delegation visited Tertiary & 
Vocational Education Commission (TVEC). Shri. Dayantha 
Wijeyesekera, Chairman & Director General of TVEC and 
Dr. T A Piyasari were present to welcome the delegation. 
Dr. Piyasari briefed the delegation on the Technical and 
Vocational Education and Training (TVET) reforms in 
Sri Lanka, establishment of National Vocational Qualifications 
Framework (NVQF) and role & functions of TVEC.

On 29th April 2011, the delegation visited University of 
Vocational Technology. The delegation was received by Prof. 
Kapila Goonsekhra, Vice Chancellor of the University along 
with Deans of various faculties. After brief introductions, a 
detailed presentation was given by Vice-Chancellor. This was 
followed by a detailed discussion with faculty members and a 
tour of the campus. In all the campuses visited by delegation, 
the labs were equipped with latest state of the art machinery 
and equipments. The faculty emphasized that the 

equipment/machines for the labs were procured in consultation 
with the industries and were similar to the ones installed in the 
industrial premises. 

Summing-up, Sri Lanka has successfully formulated a 
model to offer unified national vocational qualification through 
NVQF. This has enabled their Govt. to provide upward vertical 
mobility to students through establishment of University of 
Vocational Technology and assure quality through competency 
based curricula and assessment system. Similar challenges are 
faced by Maharashtra in the vocational education sector. Sri 
Lanka has overcome these problems by establishing an apex 
body like TVEC for standardization and monitoring and 
brought all the Vocational Training Providers (VTPs) under a 
single umbrella. Maharashtra can greatly benefit from this 
model of vocational education and training in Sri Lanka. The 
successfully implemented systems of NVQF, Quality 
Assurance, Accreditation, Assessment, recognition of prior 
learning, associate degrees and diplomas, Industrial 
participation and the Vocational University model can be 
adapted by our State for implementation.

specific needs of technician's functions in Industry and 
Commerce. Today multi skills are preferred. Moreover, 
emphasis is given on soft skills in Industries. Manual operations 
are being replaced by mechanical or electronic operations 
integrated with computers. ‘Teaching’ orientation is replaced 
by ‘Learning' orientation. Gradually, the education will be free 
from four walls of Building. Gradual shifting from-subjective 
end evaluation to objective one is the need of time. Introduction 
of computers in day to day activities, mobiles, networking 
facilities have changed the mind-set of the students. Analytical 
and practical approach should be given emphasis to make the 
students to learn easily. I sincerely feel that every concerned 
teacher should contribute his /her efforts towards designing and 
development of curriculum. All teachers are hereby appealed to 
provide valuable inputs to the project institute during process. It 
is also the responsibility of Industry and Commerce to identify 
specific technician functions and rationalize their manpower 
structure. They must build-up a recognizable career path / 
structure appreciating the role of technicians in the complex of 
industrial and commercial occupations. Formal technician 
qualifications should be insisted upon for recruitment.

Let's all join the “Mission of Curriculum designing and 
implementation” so as to make technicians in Maharashtra 
capable of facing all global challenges - converting threats into 
opportunities. If you all are with me, MSBTE shall initiate a 
revolution in technician education.

From  Director's  Desk ...... 
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Industry Experts Meet on Curriculum Revision
A meeting of Industry experts was held on 29th January 

2011 at MSBTE, Mumbai. The objective of the meeting was to 
receive suggestions from industry persons on curriculum 
revision. Around 31 Industry Experts attended this meeting. 
Shri. G.B. Dhanokar, Director, MSBTE, Mumbai chaired the 
meeting. Experts from Industry, Courses Committee Members,  
Senior Officials from All India Council for Technical Education 
(AICTE), Educational Consultants and Special Invitees 
attended the meeting. Shri. Dhanokar in his address gave brief 
history of curriculum revision practices followed by MSBTE 
since 1995. He informed the house that the curriculum revision 
which took place in 2001 has been designed on scientific basis. 
Shri.Dhanokar further said that the proposed revision process 
will be complete by June 2012 and will be implemented from 
June 2012. 

Dr. R. S. Mahashabde, Educational Advisor, MSBTE, 
elaborated on the conceptual framework of proposed 
curriculum revision. He explained educational principles used 
in curriculum revision process. Prof. S.D. Khare, Educational 
Advisor, MSBTE, explained the methodology being adopted 
for curriculum revision. He stressed the need for conducting 
industrial survey for redefining the role of diploma 
technologist. Dr. A. A. Ghatol, Chairman, All India Board of 
Technician Education, (AICTE) New Delhi spoke about the 
need to understand the minds and aspirations of the diploma 
students. Also, one should look at social concerns and 
development of the students to succeed in their lives and also be 
responsible citizens, added Dr. Ghatol. He further said that there 
is a need for a Model Curriculum at National level, which can be 
used by the states with required changes as per the local 
demands. He said that 70% of the curriculum can be common 
and remaining 30% can be as per the states/ local needs. He also 
emphasized the need for a National Certification Program.

Dr. Yashpal Singh Berwal, Director, AICTE, New Delhi 
dwelt on different areas such as Quality Education, Need for 
Model Curriculum, Incentives for Co and Extra Curricular 
activities, Development of professionalism in the pass outs etc. 
He stressed that students should opt for industry based projects. 
Communication skills of students and faculty should be 
improved. He suggested that Value added lectures in every 
subject by industry experts should be organized.

Dr. Parijat De, Director, NITTTR, Chandigarh highly 
appreciated the efforts made in Diploma curriculum frame 
work. He regretted that ratio of diploma holders to degree 
holders does not match as per requirements. He praised the 
diploma holders who have better hands on skills and are willing 
to work on shop floor. The number of teaching hours should be 
reduced i.e upto 28 hrs and students be given time to develop 
through their own efforts. Better utilization of infrastructure 
facilities by Institutes as well as Industries will be beneficial, he 
added. Shri. M. N. Chaini, Former Vice President, Reliance 
Industries Ltd., Mumbai expressed that the employment of 
diploma holders should be main focus while designing 

curriculum. The implementation of curriculum should be based 
on flexible time-table to accommodate industry persons. 
Students of all areas - urban as well as rural - should be taken 
into consideration while revising curriculum, he added. He 
strongly suggested the need for Business Development Officer 
in each institute. Possibility of one semester industrial training 
should be explored in curriculum to give shop floor experiences 
to students.

Shri. Nitin Mahajan, Director, Infosys Technologies Ltd., 
Pune said that one should look at international perspective and 
the changes taking place at the global level. Newer areas of 
cloud computing, networking etc. should be added in the 
curriculum. At the same time, students should not be 
overloaded, he warned.

Shri. P. R. Bapat, Chairman, CII-WR, Mumbai appealed to 
increase participation of industry in teaching (upto 20%). 
Electives need to be finalized in consultation with industry 
experts. He also shared his views on need to have atleast 3 
months training in industry to make students aware about 
industry and new technology. Focus on Non-conventional 
Energy and Project Management should be stressed. 
Establishing virtual class room centers is the need of the hour, 
Shri. Bapat added. While expressing his thoughts, Shri. Ulhas 
Debadwar, Superintending Engineer, PWD, Pune Circle, Pune 
said that there is a need for development of supervisory skills. 
Handling labor is a skill which students should know. Grading 
system in place of marks should be judicially done. Exposure to 
new equipment and software should also be practiced. He 
suggested exploring the possibility of 10 % to 15 % evaluation 
by Industry experts.

Dr. B. N. Chaudhary, Head Electrical Engg. Deptt., College 
of Engineering,  Pune while stating his views on the level of 
output of a Polytechnic said  the  reasons for  lowering of 
standard of Diploma pass outs need to be ascertained. Basically, 
there are two streams, one of those going for higher education 
and other of those going for job after diploma engineering. 
Introduction of non-examination/ non-credit courses should be 
considered in revision of curriculum, he added. Shri. Hemant 
Purandare, Dy. General Manager, Hindustan Construction 
Company, Mumbai shared his past experiences. He said that 
diploma holders should be good in Communication with 
subordinates. Cross disciplinary functions is a must in 
curriculum. Knowledge of National and International 
Standards, Safety and Health Standards will be added 
advantage for diploma holders to match the industry 
requirements.

Summing up, there was a detailed discussion about the 
need for revision and also about the areas in which changes are 
required with participation from Members of Courses 
Committees, Special Invitees, Industry Experts, Senior 
Officials from AICTE and Educational Consultants. Shri. 
Pramod Naik, Secretary, MSBTE, appreciated the 
contributions of various members in his concluding remarks. It 
was decided to conduct a detailed Industrial Survey and 
redefine the role of diploma holders. Industry experts agreed to 
provide guidance and support in carrying out Industrial Survey. 
There was agreement in providing approximately 30-32 contact 
hours per week, for curriculum implementation of programs. 
Approximate ratio of theory to practicals suggested was - First 
Year 50:50, Second Year 45:55, Third Year 40:60. It was 
suggested to introduce non-exam credit courses for inculcating 
values in the students. There was a need felt for modernization 
of laboratories with latest equipments.

Shri. Suresh P. Yavalkar, Dy. Secretary, MSBTE, proposed 
vote of thanks and Shri. D.M. Makone, Educational Advisor, 
MSBTE, summarized the proceedings of the meet.

Shri. Dhanokar, Dr. Ghatol, Dr. Berwal and 
Dr. De at Industry Expert Meet on Curriculum Revision
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Lean Management - An Emerging Trend to Improve 
Quality of Engineering & Technical Education

Hemant S. Joshi
Lecturer in Electrical Engg, 

Government Polytechnic, 
Arvi, Wardha

Ü Introduction: -

Ü Vision: - 

Lean Management philosophy is the systematic approach 
to identifying & eliminating waste through continuous 
improvement of the product at the pull of the customer in 
pursuit of perfection. Though this philosophy is used in 
manufacturing industries, it can be made applicable in 
Engineering & Technical Education imparting Institutes. Today, 
a large number of  Business and Service entities are adopting 
lean management to improve business processes thereby 
increasing productivity and competitiveness, while attaining 
maximum customer satisfaction. 

The origin of  ‘Lean Management’ philosophy took place 
in Japan in Toyato Motor Corporation during mid 1930's and 
was formally conceptualized by Peter Drucker (1954) and 
Frederick Taylor (1967). Lean philosophy mainly focuses on 
the minimization of waste of any form. With the cutting edge 
competition in the present era, there is growing need to 
improve technical education in India. Therefore, lean 
management should be used extensively in education system 
due to following reasons.

� to increase the efficiency and autonomy of technical 
institutions 

� to improve syllabus structure content wise

� to improve the ways in which technical knowledge is 
imparted to the students

� to attain maximum students' satisfaction.

Lean management is composed of various tools called 
basic building blocks, although these tools could be 
implemented alone or in combination in a sequential manner. 
The most commonly used lean building blocks are :

� Total Productive Maintenance

� Quick Changeover

� Five S Principles - Sort, Set in order, Shine, Standardize 
and Sustain

� Quality Function Deployment

� Batch Size Reduction

� Just in Time

� Kaizen Principle

� Six Sigma

With the growing demand of customers, there is an 
increasing need for delivering goods and services at a faster rate 
and hence lean philosophy is being adopted at an increasing 
pace by both manufacturing and service enterprises. 
Educational institutions also belong to the same category of 
organizations where the implementation of lean philosophy is 
being stressed upon to improve overall quality and achieve 
maximum customer satisfaction. 

Lean Management implementation in Technical Education: -

Engineering and Technical Education of various 
disciplines in India is imparted through a chain of Universities 
and Boards approved by AICTE. The functional areas of such 
Institutes can be categorized into three different groups namely 
- vision, opportunities and infrastructure. 

Vision of an institute reflects the anticipated goals and 
thereby decides the strategies it will follow to fulfill those goals. 
Vision decides the functioning of an institute and should be 
made clear to all members of the institute. Management of the 
institute should facilitate vision development towards 
achieving academic excellence. Commitment for fulfilling the 
vision is necessary among all members.

Ü Opportunities: -

Ü Infrastructure: -

Ü Conclusion: -

Opportunity should be given to 
everybody in  the  Inst i tu te  for  
development through some of the 
recognized components such as training 
& placement, Research & Development, 
Industry Interaction, Social Interaction & 
development assessment of students' 
improvement etc.

Infrastructure of any educational Institute can be regarded 
as a platform having strong and sound base. Continuous 
improvement of infrastructure can only be achieved by 
focusing on some related factors such as location and source of 
resources, recruiting qualified and experienced faculty, framing 
of curriculum as per need of the society and industries.   

The implementation of continuous improvement is 
essential in each of the areas for achieving the goal of lean 
management. However, the execution of Lean Management 
philosophy requires high-level commitment. Seven necessary 
components to be ascertained before executing Lean 
Management program are :

ü High level commitment of top officials in the institute

ü Effective and dedicated leadership

ü Complete and impartial involvement of all members of the 
institute

ü Continuous monitoring of the progress

ü Training of the faculty

ü Recognition of needs and sources for improvement

ü Effective communication between all members of the 
institute

Thus Lean Management hammers efforts in careful 
planning and implementation of lean building blocks. The lean 
principle supports the continuous improvement process by 
either or both, eliminating waste in any form that depreciates 
the quality of education system and continuously adopting the 
methods that add value to the system.

It is crystal clear that the implementation of Lean 
Management is a good tool for achieving excellence in 
Engineering and Technical Education. The benefits of Lean 
Management philosophy are multifold; most of them are listed 
below.

� Optimum utilization of resources, facilities and 
minimization of wasteful activities

� Improvement in the efficiency of the educational process

� Development of cooperative environment 

� Achievement of cost efficiency thereby increased financial 
autonomy

� Improvement of personality and social skills through 
community interaction programs

� Development of existing facilities by utilizing resources 
saved through waste minimization

� Involvement of faculty due to exposing them to 
opportunities 

� Retainment of good dedicated faculty
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Principals Meet on Curriculum Revision

Prof. Mahashabde addressing the Principals 
 at Curriculum Revision Meet

A meeting of Principals of Polytechnic was held on 19th 
April 2011 at MSBTE, Mumbai. The objective of the meeting 
was to receive feedback from principals of different 
polytechnics on existing curriculum and its revision. Around 65 
principals from various Polytechnics in Maharashtra attended 
the meeting. Shri. G B Dhanokar, Director, MSBTE, Mumbai 
chaired the meeting. Experts from academics, educational 
consultants, advisors and principals attended the meeting. 
Shri. Dhanokar in his address gave brief history of development 
of curriculum by MSBTE and its revision. He further informed 
that the curriculum developed by MSBTE was highly 
appreciated in a recently held All India Council for Technical 
Education (AICTE) meeting at Chennai. Shri. Dhanokar has 
been co-opted on the Committee for development of Diploma 
Curriculum by AICTE.

Dr. R S  Mahashabde, Educational Advisor, MSBTE in his 
presentation said that systems approach should be used for 
curriculum revision. Focus on soft skills development has to be 
continued in the revised curriculum also. More inputs on 
Management, Energy Conservation, Disaster Management and 
Environment & Safety should be considered during revision of 
curricula. Prof. S D  Khare, Educational Advisor, said that 
extensive Industrial Survey must be carried out to identify the 
actual requirements of the Industry including changing job 
profile, and also the change in objectives and skill sets expected 
from diploma holders. He also said that Environmental 
Protection and Water Harvesting should also be a part of 
curriculum. He informed the house that AICTE policy for 
admission to direct second year degree courses may be shifted 
to revised eligibility for students passing diploma with 50% 
marks.

Shri. M N Chaini, Member, Governing Council, MSBTE, 
while expressing his views, stressed the importance of 
housekeeping, which is very essential component in efficient 
running of an organization. He emphasized the need for more 
focus on skill development. He expressed his views on the need 
for theme based interaction between the Industry and Institute. 
Faculty should also visit Indian and Foreign Institutes of higher 
learning to widen their horizon. He also urged the participants 
to increase their institute revenue through organization of 
different programs. 

Dr. Deepak Shikarpur, Member, Governing Board, 
MSBTE, also stressed on the importance of technical as well as 
soft skills for career growth. Good vocabulary and ability to 
speak in correct and appropriate language can be developed in a 
diploma holder through implementation of Business English 
Course at par with British Council. He suggested that software 
and hardware components should be common to the students of 
Computer Engineering, Computer Technology and Information 

Technology till 5th Semester. The relevant latest developments 
should be offered in the last semester of these courses. Elective 
subjects like Mobile & Computer Network and Enterprise 
Server Technologies should be optional to both Computer & IT 
courses.

Five groups of participants were formed and who then 
discussed among themselves on different issues such as 
feedback on implementation of existing curriculum, industry 
participation in curriculum development and implementation, 
changes in curriculum required if any, strengthening 
management component in curriculum and development of soft 
skills. 

The group of principals in their feedback said that the 
confusion prevails in the minds of teachers as to who will teach 
graphics and drawings as well as computer fundamentals. 
Hence clear instructions regarding teaching of interdisciplinary 
subjects should be issued. It was also suggested that for the first 
year annual examination should be conducted as the admission 
process continues for longer time. The remaining second and 
third year can be run on a semester pattern. Engineering 
Graphics & Engineering Drawing subjects should be made 
compulsory for all courses as these develop ability of 
visualization analysis and planning. Industrial training of two to 
four weeks after fourth and sixth semester respectively was also 
suggested for the students to get the feel of the industry which 
can be optional. Interdisciplinary subjects should be included in 
the curriculum. The suggestion for involvement of industry 
experts in professional practices and as examiners for Project 
Oral was also given. It was also suggested that interested 
industry person should be identified to teach modern 
technology subjects in the final semester. 

Polytechnic Principals participating
 in Curriculum Revision Meet

A group of participants suggested that the present status of 
diploma course should be continued as a terminal course to 
provide required technical manpower in the industry. They also 
suggested that balancing of science and humanities subjects is a 
must for workload of odd & even semesters. Common 
Curriculum of Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics for all 
courses is necessary. Curriculum of Mathematics should be 
modified to satisfy the analytical requirements of different 
course. Two subjects on Management namely General 
Management and Specific such as Disaster Management, 
Energy Management, Human Resource Management, etc. 
should be included in the curriculum. It was suggested to 
change the focus of text book of English. There is a strong need 
to have a relook at professional practices course was another 
suggestion.

Shri. D M  Makone, Educational Advisor, MSBTE, 
summarized the proceedings of the meet.
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MSBTE Sponsored State Level Student Activities 2010-11

'Tantra-Utsav -2011'

Maratha Mandir's Babasaheb Gawde Institute 
of Technology, Mumbai

Dr. Abhay Wagh, Dy. Secretary, Higher & 
Technical Education distributing prizes

Government Polytechnic, Aurangabad

Dr. Ajit Thete, I/c Joint Director, Technical 
Education, Aurangabad viewing Exhibition

Guru Gobind Singh Polytechnic, Nashik

M K Jain, G. M., BSNL, Nashik lighting lamp 
with  D S Jaggi, Principal, GGSP, Nashik

S M Ganechari, Principal and Chairman of the 
event with Winning Teams 

Thakur Polytechnic, Kandivali, Mumbai

S M Ganechari, Principal and Chairman of the 
event with Winning Teams 

Government Polytechnic, Khamgaon

A A Gulhane, Principal, Government Polytechnic, 
Khamgaon with Winning Teams

'Tantra-Utsav - 2011' 'Techno-Spark 11'

Bharti Vidyapeeth Institute of Technology, 
Navi Mumbai

N M Ambadeker, Office Incharge, RBTE, Mumbai and 
Dr. B Reshamlal, Principal, BVIT with a Winning Team

Gourishankar Polytechnic, Limb, 
Satara 

M A Chigteri, Dy Secretary, 
RBTE, Pune inaugurating Spectra 2011 

Computer Engineering Quiz 'Spectra 2011'

Shree Datta Meghe Polytechnic, Nagpur

A V Bapat, Principal SDMP and D. M. Bhonde, 
Astt. Secretary, RBTE, Nagpur with Winning Teams 

MET'S Institute of Technology Polytechnic, Nashik

Vijay Bhat, Principal, MET Polytechnic, Nashik
felicitating first prize winner

Electronics Engineering Quiz Civil Engineering Paper Presentation

"Pioneer - 2011" "Techno Feat- 11"Think Quest” “

Technical Quiz Technical Paper Presentation
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MSBTE's Management Training Programs

Dr. B Reshamlal, Principal, addressing participants 
during the program

Principals attending the Leadership Orientation Program 
with DTPS Plant Head. 

Polytechnic Principals learn 
New Management Skills...

Pharmacy Principles learn to 
handle Professional Challenges

7

"It has prepared me to think positive to solve problems, to 
communicate effectively and to be a good listner. The 
programme was brain storming".

Anand Babar 
Principal, PS Department of Pharmacy, Satara

Pharmacy Polytechnic Principals at Training Program 
in Mahabaleshwar

Principal of the Polytechnic is responsible for overall 
planning and management of academic and administrative 
activities of the Institute including optimal utilization of 
resources. Principal is implementing authority of plans and 
polices of the Government notified from time to time. It is 
generally believed, "Effective leadership at all levels is 
important but Principals are seen as the driving force for the 
growth of any Institute and are considered as the key 
contributors to the improvement of quality of the learning 
process." 

As we all know that MSBTE has always strived to keep 
pace with the new developments in the field of technology as 
well as management, as a result of privatization and 
globalization. To achieve these goals, the Board has realized 
the need to organize institutional management and 
leadership training programs for Principals on a regular 
basis. The concepts and skills, which are generally 
considered important are - Vision Building, Evaluation, 
Monitoring, Time Management, Interpersonal Relations, 
Information Management, Planning, Networking and 
Financial Management Skills. As a result, MSBTE has 
recently organized a three-day training program to acquaint 
Principals with some of these concepts and skills. 
"Leadership Orientation Program" for Principal's of 
Polytechnic in Maharashtra was held from 8th to 10th April, 
2011 at Dahanu Thermal Power Plant's (DTPS) Technical 
Training Centre and New Guest House, Dahanu. It was a 
joint initiative of MSBTE and Reliance Infrastructure Ltd., 
Mumbai.   

The program aimed at exposing the Polytechnic 
Principals to Corporate Leadership Practices along with 
other usual management skills. The course content included 
sessions on Yoga for Stress Management & Happiness, 
Dynamics of Managing Teams ( Part-I, II & III), Energy 
Conservation initiatives at DTPS & Learning from Japan's 
Energy Conservation Projects, Highlights of Administrative 
Practices at DTPS, Best Practices in HR at DTPS, Preparing 
Students for next stage in Life and so on. An extensive visit to 
their plant and meeting with Station Head was also 
organized. 

The program received overwhelming response from the 
participants. The Principals suggested conducting of an 
assessment program to find out effectiveness of skills taught 
during these three days, when these are implemented in the 
day-today running of the Institute.  

Keeping in mind that Indian Pharmaceutical Industry is 
one of the fastest growing industries and a large number of 
pharmacy colleges have opened in the state in last few years, 
training of Pharmacy Principals is becoming extremely 
essential for effective implementation of the curriculum and 
for improvement of pharmacy education in the state. 
Globalization has increased competition and it is essential 
for everyone, especially principals and teachers, to update 
knowledge and skills. As a result, MSBTE has decided to 
organize training programs to help Pharmacy Principals to 
enhance their soft skills and knowledge. In its pursuit of this 
initiative, a one day training program titled “Positive 
Attitude, Hard Work, Knowledge and Skill - Right 
Prescription for Success” was organized by the Board for 
Principals in collaboration with Institute of Pharmaceutical 
Education and Research (IPER), a Pioneer Pharma 
Management Institute from Pune, on 10th February 2011 at 
Panchgani, Mahabaleshwar. 

The main objective of the program was to encourage 
Principals to think positive to contribute for quality 
education, to build human resource capacity of India. 
Experts from academia and industry addressed the principals 
at the program. Shri. Ajit Tawade, Soft Skill Trainer, spoke 
on “Attitude to Altitude”, Dr. M  D  Burande, Director, 
IPER, Pune, spoke on Attitude and its impact to achieve 
success and Smt. Shweta Lamba delivered a lecture on 
Impression Management. More than 60 Pharmacy Principals 
from all over Maharashtra participated in the program

The program included live examples, case studies, video 
clips and demonstrations. The program was appreciated by 
all participants and following feed back is the example of the 
same.

Dr. Dheeraj Baviskar 
Principal, MAH College of Pharmacy, Boradi

"Dr. Burande and his team has showed us the Importance 
of  Positive  Attitude and Communication Skills".
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MSBTE Laboratory Manuals: Good Tools to Explore and Innovate

G. T. Padmane
Lecturer in Mech. Engg Govt. Polytechnic, 

Khamgaon

Faculty  Feedback
Students  Feedback

The technical education can best be 
imparted when it is delivered with a great 
practical knowledge and hands-on skills 
with an active involvement of students. For 
most of the subjects, MSBTE provides the 
Laboratory Manuals as part of regular 
academic curriculum. The goal of designing 
the Laboratory Manuals was to make the 

technical education interesting and understanding of the 
subjects easy and  student-friendly. 

The design of the Laboratory Manuals is very good and the 
complex concepts of technical subjects are broken down into 
different parts. In each assignment, the learning objectives, 
salient features, prior knowledge, propositions, intellectual 
skills, and motor skills are specifically mentioned, which 
makes the learning easy and wholesome. The technical 
experiments are systematically explained so students find it 
very easy to conduct the experiments in the laboratory as well 
as gain knowledge on the concepts taught. The diagrams and 
images printed in the Laboratory Manuals provide a brief idea 
and knowledge of the equipment. The questions which are 
given at the end of each experiment are very challenging and 
brain-storming. I would like to specifically mention the 
Laboratory Manuals for the subjects Development of Life 
Skills-I and II. In today's competitive world, the skills 
demanded by the Technical and Engineering Industry are 
taught and imparted through these subjects. 

MSBTE's well planned and well organized approach of the 
teaching-learning process with the help of the Laboratory 
Manuals make the submission process very systematic, fast and 
transparent.

T h e  L a b o r a t o r y  M a n u a l s  
developed by MSBTE contains all 
the features of developing skills 
which enhance the knowledge of the 
student and also acts as a guide to 
perform the experiments. The list of 
experiments given on the first page 
helps in providing brief idea about the 

experiments and the assessment marks column helps 
in knowing the performance of the students. The 

learning structure covers facts, concepts, principles, 
procedures and applications for the respective subject. The 
learning overview provides importance of the subject as well as 
the desired objectives. It helps to develop the required 
intellectual and motor skills to perform the practicals. The 
instructions given in manual helps to develop habit of coming 
up with more innovative ideas and skills. Websites mentioned  
helps us to update our knowledge regarding the subject. It has 
guidelines for the teachers which helps them to understand the 
experiments and theory properly and teach the required 
concepts to the students. It explains the concepts 
diagrammatically which helps in understanding it more easily. 
Solving the questions which is given at the end of each 
experiment helps in better understanding of the topic related to 
the practicals. These exercises also enable the students to 
ensure continuity of studies. 

To sum up, MSBTE has provided brief and self 
explanatory manuals for all the branches thereby introducing 
students to the various technical aspects related to their field  a 
detailed manner. In all, the Manuals are very much useful, as 
these are prepared scientifically.

L a b o r a t o r y  M a n u a l s  a r e  
introduced by MSBTE as a part of 
implementation of scientific based 
curriculum. Initially, I was, as most of 
my colleagues, a bit apprehensive 
about the success of the lab manuals.  
There were objections that manuals 

would induce laziness amongst students who would be 
getting ready made material and would not take 

trouble to read and research as they used to do when they had to 
write it in practical notebooks, besides, manuals would 
introduce rigidity. However, after becoming the implementer 
and authoring few manuals, I realized that these can be treated 
as good tool to explore and innovate. Most of the manuals are 
designed to be open ended. Students won't have to spend time in 
collecting basic material. Instead they can focus on carrying out 
the experimental part. The concepts related to experiments are 
given in graphical form for easy understanding, retention and 
recall. Contrary to popular belief that the manuals are rigid, I 
find them flexible. The thought provoking questions at the end 
and list of related web links give opportunity to students to 
explore the experiment and concepts further. 

Despite having many good virtues, success of any good 
scheme depends upon its effective implementation and always 
there is scope for improvement. So, I feel that the practice of 
using lab manuals should be continued. With feedback and 
review, they can be made more meaningful and useful.   

The place of experimental work in 
laboratories has always assumed a high 
profile at all levels of technical education. It 
is generally belived that students of  
technical education needs to be acutely 
aware of pre-laboratory exercises, 
laboratory exercises and post laboratory 
executions in a planned and structured way 

so that aims and objectives of learning involved must 
completely be satisfied. There needs to be a radical re-thinking 
of the use of laboratory manuals, with assessment being 
explored afresh. However, of greater importance is the need to 
see the 'hands-on' laboratory time as part of a wider process of 
learning. In this, there is a need to prepare students to allocate 
their time in the laboratory as well as develop follow-up 
activities. Together, these may enrich and enhance the whole 
laboratory experience, and enable it to contribute more 
effectively to the overall learning of students; Laboratory 
Manual can act as a mile stone in this process only if they are 
planned accordingly.

The Laboratory Manual should act on the part of guideline 
document so as to save the time and excessive efforts of the 
students and should provide first hand information and overall 
scenario regarding experimentation work to be carried out. It 
should not be a readymade capsule which may corrode the 
creativeness of the learner. In fact it is also essential to change 
the set of experiments offered, exercise to be carried out  in a 
possible manner to avoid repeating and copying of the contents, 
otherwise students will not able to receive anything and 
experiment work will just remain as a part of procedure alone.

G. T. Padmane
Lecturer, Mechanical Engg 

Government Polytechnic, Khamgaon

Jimit Mehta
Thakur Polytechnic, Mumbai

Prof. Sandip Tadas
Head Elecronics and Telecommunication Engg.

Govt Polytechnic, Arvi  

Shailesh Arun Sawant
Manohar Phalke Polytechnic, Sion, Mumbai
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MSBTE's Content Updating Programs

MSBTE has been extending financial support for organizing Content Updating Programs for Polytechnic faculty & supporting 
staff. During the academic year 2010-2011, many such MSBTE sponsored programs were organized in the different Institutes of 
Maharashtra.

"Patient Counseling & Community Pharmacy""PC Maintenance & Trouble Shooting"

Participants attending program on PC Maintenance 
& Trouble Shooting 

Dr. Atmaram Pawar addressing participants 
during his session

Participants at  the program on 
 

Patient Counseling 
& Community Pharmacy

Government Polytechnic, Nashik, had organized a one 
week Content Updating Program on “PC Maintenance & 
Trouble shooting” from 17th to 21st January 2011, in 
collaboration with Maharashtra State Board of Technical 
Education, Mumbai. This program was co-sponsored by M/s. 
Siddhi Electrosystems, Pune. The program was organized by 
Staff Development Cell & Computer Technology Department. 

The inaugural function of the program was presided over 
by Shri. D R Nandanwar, Joint Director, Technical Education 
Department, Nasik Region & Principal of Government 
Polytechnic, Nashik. He briefed the participants about the 
various activities of Government Polytechnic, Nashik and 
urged them to take maximum benefit out of this Program. The 
main objective behind this program was to make Polytechnic 
faculty well acquainted with Computers so that they have 
sufficient knowledge to perform basic maintenance and trouble 
shooting of computers irrespective of their discipline. 

During this program, notable representatives of Industry & 
Technical Institutions disseminated exhaustive information to 
the participants. Various topics taught and explained to the 
participants include Computer Fundamentals, Internal 
Components of PC, Storage devices, Bus Standards & Support 
Chips, PC architecture & physical layout of cards, SMPS, 
Assembly of PCs, CD/DVD drive repairs, OS Installations, 
Virus, Vaccines, Firewall Management, Network Systems, 
Network Printers, System Crash & Data Recovery, Monitor 
Repairing, Wireless Network, WI-FI Systems, Network 
Operating Systems etc.

On 21st January 2011, valedictory function was organized 
and Shri. S P Rekhade, Chief General Manager, National 
Thermal Power Station, Nasik, was the Chief Guest for the 
program. The Vote of Thanks was delivered by Shri. M S 
Narkhede. He expressed special gratitude to respective 
Principals of Polytechnics for deputing the participants for this 
Training Program.

The training program was successfully coordinated by 
Shri. M S Narkhede and his supporting team comprising of Smt. 
Neelam Nikale, Shri.Sanjay Adhav, Shri. A A Kulkarni and 
Shri. B N Kumawat of Government Polytechnic, Nashik. There 
was good response to this program from various Government as 
well as Private Polytechnics in the region. In all, 25 lecturers 
from Jalgaon, Nandurbar, Pune, Solapur, Pusad, Kashti and 
Nashik participated in the program. 

“Upgradation of knowledge for the staff is being boon in 
today's scenario" following this principle, a one week Content 
Updating Program titled "Patient Counseling & Community 
Pharmacy" was organized by JSPM's Jayawant Institute of 
Pharmacy, Tathawade, Pune from 17th to 21st January 2011. 
The course was sponsored by Maharashtra State Board of 
Technical Education, Mumbai.

This program was inaugurated by Shri. Dhanraj Vanjari, 
ACP, Mumbai. Dr. P P Vitkar, Executive Director, JSPM, 
Tathawade Campus, Shri. Anand Shedge, Board Member 
MSBTE and Shri. Sachin Itkar, General Manager, Bilcare 
Research were also present during inaugural session. The 
program was concluded in the presence of Smt. M. A. Chigteri, 
Deputy Secretary, MSBTE, Pune, Dr. M D Burande, 
Chairman,Courses Committee (Pharmacy), MSBTE and Shri. 
A P Pawar, Vice Principal, Bv’s Poona College.

The course content included topics like - Role of Patient 
Counseling in preventing Medication Errors, Drug Information 
Resources, Patient Counseling Aids, Patient Education 
Resources, Drug-Drug, Drug -Food Interaction, Life style 
modification and potential benefits of patient counseling to the 
patients & Pharmacist.

Resource persons included experienced and qualified 
academicians as well as professionals from the reputed 
organizations like Bilcare Research, TTK Pharma etc.  A field 
visit to Aditya Birla Memorial Hospital, Pune (ABMH) was 
also organized for the participants to get familiar with the actual 
field practice.

The program was successfully conducted under the 
dynamic leadership and guidance of Shri. P P Hambar, 
Principal, Jayawant Institute of Pharmacy, Pune. Shri. V D 
Shinde, Lecturer was the coordinator of the program. 
Maximum 20 participants on first come basis were allowed to 
attend this course.
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Institutional News: Students

MPproEx-2011, National Level Technical Project Exhibition, 
Technical Paper Presentation, and Technical Quiz Competition, a 
two day technical feast for Diploma Engineering Students, was 
organized by PVPP's Manohar Phalke Polytechnic, Mumbai on 
12th & 13th March 2011. Students from various Polytechnics in 
Maharashtra and from neighboring states like Gujarat, Madhya 
Pradesh, Karnataka, and Andhra Pradesh enthusiastically took part 
in the exhibition. At MPproEx-2011, 100 Technical Projects from 
different Polytechnics, 63 Technical Paper Presentations and 51 
Technical Quiz Groups participated, making MPproEX-2011 a 
huge success. 

MPproEx-2011

Thakur Polytechnic, Mumbai has successfully organized for 
the fifth consecutive year, "Technofest 2011", National Project 
Competition cum Exhibition, on 26th February 2011. The program 
provides a platform to the Polytechnic students to showcase their 
technical awareness & presentation skills. Students from various 
regions had come together to exchange their ideas & views 
developing synergies towards international integration. Around 28 
projects from different Polytechnics from all over India had 
participated in this event.

Technofest 2011

National Level Project Competition

Final year students of Electronics and Telecommunication 
Deptt. (IInd shift) of G.H. Raisoni Polytechnic, Nagpur 
participated in National Level Project Competition 
'ELECTROCOMP-11' on 4th February 2011 held at J. D. College 
of Engineering and won first prize in the event. The project 
“Automated Multi-Storeyed Parking System” was constructed by 
Manish D. Thete, Ashish A. Bhoyar, Pranay U. Tiwari and Avinash 
P. Bobade under the guidance of Smt. B. N. Palewar.

State Level Technical Paper Presentation "Absolute Pharma 
Intellect -2011" for Pharmacy Group was held at Jayawant Institute 
of Pharmacy, Pune on 5th February 2011 in which around 19 papers 
were presented by students of different Polytechnics in 
Maharashtra. The topic for the competition was 'Pharmaceutical 
Sciences'. Shri. Sashikant Dangi, Chairman, FR Committee, 
Chemist Association of Pune District inaugurated the event. 
Dr. Surendra Gore, Consultant, Pharma Industry was also present 
during inaugural ceremony.

Absolute Pharma Intellect -2011

Modern Technology For Rural Development

Shri. Rajesh Tope, Hon'ble Minister of Higher and Technical 
Education, recently visited Vamanrao Ithape Polytechnic, 
Sangamner, Nashik. While addressing the faculty and students, he 
said "In today's modern world, technology is developing very fast. 
This technology should be used for the welfare of rural masses 
which will lead to the rural development". Shri. Tope expressed his 
satisfaction over the infrastructure and academic achievements of 
the institutions. He was welcomed and felicitated by Dr. Ashokrao 
Ithape, Founder Chairman, Sangamner Medical Foundation & 
Research Institute, Sangamner. 

National Level Technical Paper Presentation for diploma 
students was held at JSPM's Bhivrabai Sawant Polytechnic, 
Wagholi, Pune on 10th & 11th March 2011.  The competition was 
conducted in Computer Engineering & Information Technology 
Group, Electronics Group and Mechanical Engineering Group. 
Total 135 teams of 2 students each of various Polytechnics 
participated in the Paper Presentation. Smt. M. A. Chigteri, Deputy 
Secretary, RBTE, Pune inaugurated the Paper Presentation 
Competition.

National Level  Technical Paper Presentation

Inaugural function of MPproEx-2011 organized by 
Manohar Phalke Polytechnic, Mumbai

Shri. Rajesh Tope, Minister, H & T Education addressing 
students at Vamanrao Ithape Polytechnic, Sangamner

Winning team of G.H. Raisoni Polytechnic, Nagpur 
with their Principal and Guides

Inaugural Ceremony of Thakur Polytechnic's Technofest 2011

Inauguration Ceremony of  Technical Paper Presentation
organized by JSPM's Bhivrabai Sawant Polytechnic

Smt. M A Chigteri, Dy. Secretary, RBTE distributing prizes to 
winners at Absolute Pharma Intellect -2011
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National Science Day 

Government Polytechnic, Arvi celebrated "National Science 
Day" on 28th February 2011. The program was organized by their 
Deptt. of Science & Humanities. The function was inaugurated at 
the hands of Prof. (Dr.) B. H. Pawar, Head of Deptt., Physics, at 
S.G.B. Amravati University. Expert lecture on 'Study of Laser & its 
Application in Medical Science' was delivered by Prof. Pawar. 
Various activities like Essay Competition on Role of Students in 
Environment Protection, Science Quiz, Seminars, Poster 
Competition on Rain Water Harvesting and Science based Models 
Competition also took place on this occasion. Open discussion on 
'Role of Teachers & Students in Quality Education' was also 
organized. 

Celebration of  Women's  Day

K. K.Wagh Women's Polytechnic, Nashik has arranged 
'Women's Day' program on 8th March 2011. Prof. V. R. Khapli, 
Principal, felicitated the guests Comrade Ms. Anuradha Malusare 
and Ms. Vijaya Malusare. Ms. Anuradha Malusare motivated girls 
to be strong and face the challenges of this world. Ms. Vijaya 

Golden Jubilee of “Alumni Association Program” of Alumni 
Students from the first batch of Dr. Panjabrao Deshmukh 
Polytechnic, Amravati was organized at the college premises on 
19th February 2011 to mark completion of 50 years of their passing 
out. Shri. Arun Shelke, Chairman, Shri Shivaji Education Society, 
Amravati chaired the program, while Shri. Dhananjay Dhawad, 
Secretary, Public Works Deptt., Govt. of Maharashtra, Mumbai 
and Prof. P. V. Deshmukh, Principal, Dr. Panjabrao Deshmukh 
Polytechnic, Amravati were present as Chief Guest on the 
occasion. 

Alumni Association Program

‘INTEGREAT' - 2011

L&T Institute of Technology, Mumbai organized a one day 
program 'INTEGREAT' -  All India Innovative Idea and Project 
Competition - for Polytechnic students on 25th February 2011. 
About 55 Polytechnics from Maharashtra and Gujarat had 
participated in this event. There were 20 Innovative Ideas 
presented by enthusiastic students. Computer students presented 
35 projects. Electronics students displayed 39 projects and 18 
projects were showcased by Mechanical students. Some of the 
Innovative ideas highly impressed the judges and audience. During 
the Valedictory Program, Chief Guest Shri. Ajit Singh, Executive 
Vice President, Corporate Infrastructure & Services, Larsen & 
Toubro, Mumbai  distributed prizes among winners. 

Workshop on Mechatronics & Advanced System in Car

A two days State Level Workshop on Mechatronics & 
Advanced System in Car was organized by Student Chapter of 
Automobile Engineering of Government Polytechnic, Nashik on 
20th & 21st  January 2011 for the final year students of Automobile 
Engineering Stream. Total 156 students reported for this workshop 
from all over the State. Shri. Shrikant Deshmukh, General 
Manager, Mercedes Benz, Pune inaugurated the function. Shri. D. 
R. Nanadanwar, Joint Director, Technical Education, Nashik 
region presided over the function. Shri. Arun Yeola, RTO, Nashik 
region was the chief guest for valedictory program. The 
programme was successfully coordinated by Shri. R. M. Nafade & 
Shri. Sanjay Harip of Automobile Engineering Department.

Malusare, Vice Chairman, Mahila Mukti Sanghatana  awared the 
girls about their rights in the society. The program was co-
ordinated by Ms.Snehal Shejwal, lecturer in Electronics and 
Communication Department of the Institute.

Shri. Pramod Naik felicitating 
Shri. P. S. Gaikwad 

'Best Wishes for Happy & 
                        Healthy Retired Life'

Display of Science Models during National Science Day 
at Government Polytechnic, Arvi 

Golden Jubilee Program of Alumni Association of 
Dr. Panjabrao Deshmukh Polytechnic, Amravati

Smt. V R  Khapli, Principal, K.K. Wagh 
Women's Polytechnic felicitating guests on Women's  Day

Judges evaluating projects at INTEGREAT - 2011 
organized by LTIT, Powai  

Shri. Shrikant Deshmukh, G M, After Sales & Services, 
Mercedes Benz, Pune addressing during Inaugural Session  

Institutional News: Students

Shri. P. S. Gaikwad,
Deputy Secretary (NT)
Retired on 30th April 2011

MSBTE Officers & Staff
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MSBTE News

Shri. G. B. Dhanokar, Director, MSBTE inaugurated the 
Gymnasium for ladies staff of MSBTE , in the presence of 
Shri. P. A. Naik, Secretary, MSBTE on 6th May 2011. The 
Ladies Gym in MSBTE office is set up keeping in mind the 
vital role of Health Management in enhancing personal 
effectiveness at workplace. Women's growing health issues 
are catching everyone's eyes & hence the radical action was 
captivated. 

Shri. G B Dhanokar with MSBTE Officials after 
inaugurating Ladies Gym

'Best Wishes for Happy & 
                     Healthy Retired Life'

On behalf of MSBTE, we record with 
profound grief and deep sense of 
sorrow the sad demise of Prof. C. Y. 
Mowade on 3 rd March 2011 at Ashram 
near Almoda in Uttaranchal. He was 
Ex-Chairman and First Director of 
autonomous MSBTE. Under his 
dynamic, untiring leadership and 
g u i d a n c e ,  M S B T E  r e c e i v e d  

autonomous status by way of Act by Legislature of 
Maharashtra state; with Academic and Financial autonomy. 

He is the foundation stone for the present magnificent 
structure of MSBTE. Some of the pioneering achievements 
under his leadership are - In-house developed computerized 
Result System, Switching to scientific base curricula, On-
line Examinations of Government Employees (GECT) as 
well as MS-CIT, In-house Computerization of office and 
accounts procedures, setting and enforcing curriculum 
implementation and assessment norms, establishing Quality 
Mechanism in Examination system with examination 
Reforms, Launching of MSBTE's portal www.msbte.com 
and web based working etc. 

His great contribution for the cause of technical 
education will always be cherished by all the Employees, 
Officers, Teachers, Affiliated Institutions, Regional offices 
and Administrators. He was a most accomplished 
administrator and a revered teacher.

In sad demise of Prof. Mowade, we have lost a 
Visionary, Motivator and Dynamic Leader. His contribution 
to MSBTE and for the Diploma level Technical Education 
will always inspire us to contribute for solitary cause of 
students' satisfaction.

We pray almighty give strength to the bereaved family to 
bear the loss and may his soul rest in eternal peace.

MSBTE Officers & Staff

Prof. C. Y. Mowade

Obituary

MSBTE starts Ladies' Gym

Yashwantrao Chavhan Pratishthan, Mumbai - Nav 
Maharashtra Yuva Abhiyan have been organizing 
educational exhibition namely 'Vision Career Fair and 

MSBTE Stall at Vision Career Fair

The Gymnasium is now loaded with Bicycle, Trade Mill 
& Multipurpose Machines and will be further upgraded in 
due course of time. This initiative of MSBTE was highly 
appreciated by Dr. S.K. Mahajan, Director, Technical 
Education during his latest visit to the Board.

MSBTE’s Stall at Vision Career Fair at Baramati

Career Lecturer Series' in different districts of Maharashtra 
since past three years. The main aim of this three days 
exhibition and lecturer series is to inform and counsel regarding 
the different career paths to the students of  10th & 12th class. 
The lectures of experts from different fields are arranged in the 
career lecturer series. 

MSBTE has actively participated in this year's Vision 
Career Fair 2011. This fair was a good opportunity for the Board 
to showcase its courses to the guests and visitors. Hundreds of 
students and parents were seen walking into its stall during all 
the three days of fair at various locations.

Inaugural Ceremony of Vision Career Fair 2011 at Baramati

MSBTE Women employees exercising in Ladies Gym 
after its inauguration
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I  a m  S h r i m a n t  Te n d u l k a r.  
I completed diploma in Civil Engineering 
from Government Polytechnic, Nasik.

My native place, Sheware, is in 
Sholapur District. I belong to a farmer's 
family. I have spent my life in farms. My 
early childhood was spent in Sheware. 
After primary school, I studied in Barshi. I 

had to struggle a lot in life due to financial problems. I can never forget 
the contribution of my teachers, who have changed my life. I am 
tempted here to mention few of them- Shri. Tukaram Deshmukh Sir of 
Primary School, Shri. Bhujbal Sir, Shri. Wadgaonkar Sir and Shri. 
Bhakare Sir of Middle School and Prof. R. S. Biyani and Prof. Baluja 
of Government Polytechnic, Nashik.

After completion of my Diploma Engineering, I joined a 
company constructing bridges and worked there for 6 years. The 
salary was not so attractive. I was trying to get a job in Government 
Department. As I was already in Private sector, working more than 12 
hours , I thought of  self employment as a better option to succeed in 
life. But it was not so easy. Raising Capital to start my own business 
was quite a difficult task. I was of course quite optimistic that a day 
will come when I can start my own business.

It was in 1992, when I first met Shri. Ganesan of Telecom 
Department who offered me a small contract assignment of cable 
maintenance of Rs. 25,000. I could finish the work in a short span of 

8 days with my sincere and honest work. Later on, he started 
continuously giving me small works one after the other. Slowly, 
I started saving some money. Finally in 1994, I left my service and 
started my own business. Initially, I got small works of Public Works 
Department of Govt. of  Maharashtra. Slowly I started gaining 
confidence that I can establish a good business entity. My friend, Shri. 
Shivaji Thorve, also joined me in my sincere efforts. In 2001, we 
established a Company called T & T  (Tendulkar and Thorve). Soon, 
our business started growing well. We got many projects from various 
agencies.

We always concentrated on use of advanced machineries in our 
business. During the last ten years, we have constructed about 50 
finest quality bridges. Simultaneously, we started concrete road 
construction activity as a part of our business diversification plan. In 
2009, a big project of Rs. 34 crores in Bandgarden, Pune was allocated 
to us. Interestingly, we could complete the same in a stipulated time.

"Commitment to Work, Sincerity and Hard Work is our 
Success Mantra". While running business successfully, we also 
thought of giving service to society in return. We take care of welfare 
of our staff through all kind of support possible from us. We organize 
'Art of Living Courses for our staff to live life happily.

My advice to the young generation of diploma students is to 
never compromise on 'Quality'. Put hard work and commitment, 
money will come automatically.

Entrepreneurial Journey of a diplomaholder
Success Story

Institutional News: Faculty

Vision 2011, National Conference on emerging trends in 
technology, was held in Bharati Vidyapeeth Institute of 
Technology, Navi Mumbai on 11th March 2011.The conference 
provided a platform to faculty from various institutes all over 
India to share their knowledge and innovative ideas. 

Vision 2011

National Conference, MINEWARE - 2011, on 'Data 
Warehousing and Data Mining' was organized by L&T Institute 
of Technology, Powai on 7th & 8th January 2011. In all, 18 
technical papers were presented in four sessions by participants 
from different parts of the country. There were also Invited 
Talks, Product Displays and Parallel Sessions on 'Cloud 
Computing' and 'Guidelines for Ph. D. Registration' conducted 
by experts from respective fields.

MINEWARE - 2011

 Dr. (Smt.) D.M. Desai, Principal, N.S.S. College of 
Pharmacy, Mumbai has acquired the degree of Ph.D. (Tech) in 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry from Mumbai University on 1st 
February 2011. The topic of her thesis was "Studies on some Novel 
Prodrugs"

Awarded Ph. D.

Two days Faculty Orientation 
Program was organized for 
newly recrui ted facul ty  
members of Government 
Polytechnic, Nagpur by Staff 
Development Cell recently. Dr. 
R. S. Naidu presided over the 
inaugural  program. The 
program included Sessions on - 

Overview of Technical Education, Roles & Responsibilities of 
Teachers and Administrators, Autonomy, Curriculum Designing, 
Examination System, Effective Communication Skill, Office 
Administration, Accreditation and Key Performance Indicators. 
Prof. V.B. Jadhao, Head, Staff Development Cell was the 
coordinator of the program. 

Faculty Orientation Program

Shri. B. M. Manjre, Lecturer, Computer and Information 
Technology Department, G.H. Raisoni Polytechnic (II Shift), 
Nagpur presented a research paper titled "A Novel, Secure and 
Reliable Routing Scheme to Mitigate Misbehaving Nodes in 
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks" at International Conference on 
"Advances in Communications, Embedded Systems and 
Computing” (ICACEC-2011), organized by Sagar Institute of 
Research and Technology, Bhopal.

Paper presented by Shri. S.R. Gaidhar, Senior Faculty of 
Chemistry Department, Government Polytechnic, Nagpur was 
adjudged best paper award (Third prize) in a recently held 
International Conference on "Chemistry for Mankind- 
Innovative Ideas in Life Sciences". The paper presented in the 
poster paper competition was also coauthored by Shri. K.T. 
Kirnapure, Shri. M. K. Malake and Shri. P. J.Sondavale 

Paper Presentation

Inaugural function of Vision 2011 organized by BVIT, Navi Mumbai

Inaugural Session of LTIT's conference titled MINEWARE - 2011

Dr. R S Naidu, Principal, GP Nagpur 
addressing newly recruited faculty

Shrimant Tendulkar 
Partner, T & T Group, Pune
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"Career Fair on Wheels" sets Students Goals in Motion

There are hundreds of career options available today, 
however, making a right career choice is a difficult task.  
Recently, hundreds of school students in Nanded, who were 
enthusiastic about learning about potential opportunities, got a 
chance to have a preview of their potential / future careers at the 
Career Fair on Wheels. The Career Fair on Wheels showcases 
the vehicles associated with different streams of technical 
education so as to make students aware about various career 
options and thus work towards a goal in life. Students get 
career-related information and discuss with real professionals 
about careers of their liking.

One such 'Career Fair on Wheels' was successfully 
organized by Maharashtra State Board of Technical Education 
(MSBTE), jointly with Directorate of Technical Education 

 Shri. D P Sawant, State Minister, Higher & Technical Education 
was felicitated by Smt. Ganorkar 

(DTE) and Directorate of Vocational Education in Nanded, 
Aurangabad Region from 14th to 17th February 2011. Shri. D P 
Sawant, Minister of State for Higher and Technical Education, 
Non-conventional Energy and President, NCCI, was the Chief 
Guest of inaugural ceremony held on 13th February 2011 at 
Kusum Natyagrah, Nanded. Smt. Madhuri Ganorkar, Deputy 
Secretary, RBTE, Aurangabad, Prof. R M Polawar, Principal, 
Government Polytechnic, Nanded, Prof. P B Aggarwal, System 
Analyst, RBTE, Prof. S P Gavande, Principal, Industrial 
Training Institute, Nanded, Shri. A K Darbastwar, Principal, 
Industrial Training Institute, Kinwat and Shri. D M 
Lokmanwar, Coordinator of Career Fair were also present

While addressing on this occasion, Shri. Sawant stressed 
that taking into consideration accelerated pace of industrial 
development in our country, only traditional education is not 
sufficient. To make our Country a Superpower, strengthening of 
technical education is of utmost importance.  On this occasion, 
Smt. Ganorkar provided the detailed information about the 
activities of Maharashtra State Board of Technical Education 
and  Directorate of Technical Education to audience present. 
Shri. Lokmanwar proposed a vote of thanks.

The fair moved to three other talukas in the region - Kinwat 
-Mahur - Himayatnagar- from 14th February to 17th February 
2011. The Career Fair was a very successful event and had an 
overwhelming response from students and parents from remote 
areas. Institutes offering diploma programs in Engineering and 
Technology, Pharmacy and Minimum Competency Vocational 
Courses and ITIs participated in these fairs.

TATA Motors signs MoU with Government Polytechnic, Nagpur

Dr. Naidu & Shri. Sreeraman signing the MoU between 
Govt. Polytechnic, Nagpur & TATA Motors 

Industry- Institute Interaction has been gaining importance 
over the years. In order to make education and training more and 
more relevant and satisfy need for right kind of manpower, 
different kinds of efforts are being made at various levels both in 
education and industry sector. An initiative of TATA Motors Ltd. 
Mumbai and Government Polytechnic, Nagpur has been one of 
such kinds and has been proving mutually beneficial for last 3 
years.

As it is a well known fact that TATA Motors Ltd. has been in 
a business of producing quality motor vehicles over the years. 
After having established itself as a key player in manufacturing 
commercial vehicles and having a country wide service network, 
TATA Motors entered in to passenger car market. Due to stiff 
competition and customer tendency of grading of car 
manufacturers on various parameters, the company felt a need 
for developing professionals for its service network division. The 
company was in search for such agency which can satisfy their 
need. Department of Automobile Engineering of Government 

Polytechnic, Nagpur has been catering to a manpower need of 
automobile sector in general and retailing, servicing and repair 
in particular since more than 40 years. The department has 
many alumni in automobile field giving their best services. 
Consequently, TATA Motors Ltd. (Passenger car unit) Mumbai 
and Government Polytechnic, Nagpur implicitly agreed to 
work together for automobile retail servicing and repair sector 
based on mutual strengths. In the past both have worked 
together in designing professional development programs 
using inter disciplinary approach. In the past three years, 10 
programs were conducted in 2 categories of leadership 
positions namely-Works Managers and Customer Relationship 
Managers. These managers are working in service stations, 
service points and authorized dealerships. These programs are 
of 4 and 8 week duration respectively. This joint venture also 
seeks contribution of various companies from automobile 
component manufacturing sector.

To give more formal shape to this long-term relationship, 
TATA Motors Ltd. signed an MoU with Government 
Polytechnic, Nagpur on 12th January 2011 for 3 years. Dr. R.S. 
Naidu, Principal, Government Polytechnic, Nagpur 
represented Polytechnic, while Shri. S Sreeraman, General 
Manager (Customer Care), TATA Cars, Mumbai represented 
TATA Motors. Shri. Chandraday Dey, Senior Manager 
Customer Care, Mumbai , Shri. Apurva Jain, Customer Support 
Manager, Nagpur, Members of Governing Board of 
Government Polytechnic, Nagpur were present at the time of 
MoU signing program. Annual calendar of programs will be 
prepared jointly every year. Joint Coordination Board (JCB) 
comprising of officials from TATA Motors Ltd. and 
Government Polytechnic, Nagpur has been established to 
ensure effective design, development and implementation of 
these programs.
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MSBTE's CAREER FAIRS 2011

Swami Vivekanand Institute of Technology, 
Solapur on 31st January 2011

Trimurti Polytechnic, Jalgaon on 20th January 2011

Rajarshi Shahu Maharaj Polytechnic, Kinavat, 
Nanded on 14th February 2011

Government Polytechnic, Miraj on 25th March 2011

Bhausaheb Vartak Polytechnic, Vasai 
on 22,25 & 26 March 2011

Gaurishankar Polytechnic, Limb, Satara on 
28th & 29th March 2011

Shivajirao S. Jondhle Polytechnic, Asangaon on 23rd March 2011

B. L. Patil Polytechnic, Khopoli, Raigad on 22nd March 2011

MSBTE has been regularly organizing 'Career Fairs' at district and taluka places in the last few years. This section 
contains photographs of career fairs held by various Polytechnics across Maharashtra since January 2011.
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Feedback………Feedback………

VISITORS' PHOTO GALLERY
(This photo gallery contains photographs taken during the visit of eminent persons to MSBTE, Mumbai & its Regional Offices)

I wish to convey my heartiest 
compliment to MSBTE team for this 
excellent initiative of Newsletter.  It was a 
wonderful reading experience. It is really 
an interesting and informative Newsletter. 
Every page design and excellent format 
shows tremendous efforts taken by team.

Today, it is need of hour to 
bridge a gap between theory and 
practice. This can be achieved 
with increasing number of 
active interactions between 
s tuden t s  and  Indus t ry.  
Continuous interactions with 
working professionals will 
enhance  conf idence  o f  
students when they start 
work ing .  Also ,  i t  wi l l  
encourage students to think 
out of box and try to identify 
various needs of Industry.

I wish all the success to 
MSBTE team. Keep the flag 
high always…

Kirti Eknath Kapse
Director, 

SURYATEK Solar Power

MSBTE Newsletter is indeed its mouthpiece. It not only covers its activities - past, present and future - but 
also reflects happenings at the higher level, which otherwise are not possible to know from any other source. It 
is a connecting medium between academia, staff, students and industrialists and develops a sense of 
belongingness among them. All the information is of good quality and it is very difficult to single out any one. I 
congratulate MSBTE for this excellent endeavor. However, I do wish to suggest a few things which could be 
considered for incorporation in the Newsletter:-

� Along with the photograph of MSBTE sponsored Content Updating Programs, excerpts from the speech 
of Chief  Guest address could be published, since  most of  the guests are stalwarts from industries/academia.

� A question - answer type column either on technical topics or counseling could be started. e.g, a 
student/staff can post a query regarding his project which is probably not working for the want of a small 
component or idea and could seek answer through this medium. 

� A regular article on the “emerging technical fields” would keep the staff updated and give direction to 
thinking of  the students. There could be suggestions about good reading material and forthcoming technical 
books

� Some technical humor or technical crossword or motivational stories of renowned scientists/ technicians, 
would definitely add value to the Newsletter.

B. A. Damahe 
Principal, LTIT, Powai, Mumbai

“Effective communication develops deep bonding between the parties. It also helps to 
understand and emulate the good work done by others. MSBTE Newsletter is the right step in this 
direction since it brings MSBTE and all Polytechnics together on a common platform.

 I am a regular reader of the Newsletter and it gives me great pleasure to understand the quality 
initiatives taken by MSBTE in collaboration with foreign universities and governments. It is also a 
welcome change to read about all the good work done by the other Polytechnics. This will serve as 
an inspiration for the other Polytechnics, staff and students. The Newsletter keeps all the 
stakeholders informed about the activities happening in the Polytechnic area.

 I specially want to appreciate the neat layout and the clear pictures we see in the Newsletter. All 
these make MSBTE Newsletter worthy of reading and preservation.”

Australian Delegation in discussion with 
Higher Officials of MSBTE

Dr. Jonh Bernes, Director, 
Kangan University , Australia

Dr. Kalam was briefed by Mr. Noor Ali, Board Member, 
MSBTE about activities of the board

Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, 
Former President of India

Shri. G B Dhanokar welcoming Tamil Nadu Board Officials

Tamil Nadu State Board of 
Technical Education Officials

MSBTE Senior Officials with University of Calgary Officials

Dr. Anil Mehrotra & Prof. Janaka Ruwanpura, 
Schulich School of Engg., Calgary

Vaishali Joshi
HOD (Instrumentation), VPM's Polytechnic, Thane


